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In this article, we offer a framework for understanding the role that racial group consciousness (RGC)
plays in influencing Black Americans’ engagement in costly political action. Attempting to add clarity
to decades of inconsistent and at times contradictory findings, we argue that the effect of RGC at

inspiring political action among Black Americans is conditional on (1) the relevance of the political
activity to achieving a well-recognized racial group outcome and (2) individual capacity to assume the cost
of engaging in the activity. Analyzing data from the ANES and two behavioral experiments, we find that
RGC exhibits a consistently strong relationship with engagement in low-cost political behavior, regardless
of whether the behavior has some explicit group-relevant outcome. When engagement becomes more
costly, however, Blacks high in RGC are only willing to assume these costs if the engagement has some
clear potential for racial group benefit.

INTRODUCTION

F or nearly 50 years, the dominant theoretical
framework for explaining citizens’ decision to
participate in politics has centered on the

role that individual-level resources play in facilitating
engagement in political activity. This “resource model”
of political participation distinguishes between limited
politically relevant resources such as money, time, and
civic skills, which afford individuals the capacity to
engage in politics, and psychological resources such as
political attention, party strength, and group conscious-
ness, which are seen as either intrinsically motivating
or capable of conditioningmobilization efforts (Leighley

2001; Tate 1991;Verba andNie 1972;Verba, Schlozman,
and Brady 1995).While researchers have found there to
be a strong relationship between access to these partic-
ipatory resources and political activism, the perennial
difficulty of identifying the direction of the causal rela-
tionship between attitudes and political action in these
largely observational studies has greatly complicated
explanations of how psychological resources, in particu-
lar, might contribute to political engagement. Further-
more, to the extent that capacity-building resources and
psychological resources each contribute to political
engagement, whether they independently or jointly
influence political action remains unclear.

In this article, we reassess the relevance of one of
the most widely studied psychological predispositions
to political engagement: racial group consciousness
(RGC). Defined as a self-conscious awareness of one’s
status as a member of a disadvantaged racial minority
group, RGC is believed to inspire political engagement
via an internalized concern for improving the status of
one’s racial group. The concept came to prominence in
the late twentieth century as an explanation for why
Black Americans participated in certain forms of polit-
ical behavior at higher rates than whites in similar
economic situations (Verba and Nie 1972). Today it is
arguably the most commonly referenced explanation
for the distinct political behavior of racial minorities in
the United States (McClain et al. 2009).

Despite its widespread acceptance among scholars of
race and ethnic politics, empirical assessments of the
RGC-to-political-participation link have been anything
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but consistent. In fact, even some of the originators of
the modern RGC/political participation link have since
questioned its continued importance as an explanation
of racial minority political behavior, citing a lack of
consistent evidence and their inability to replicate their
original observations (Verba, Schlozman, and Brady
1995). As such, a number of well-conceived studies
have failed to find evidence of a relationship between
RGC and the political activity of Black Americans
(Collins and Block 2020; Leighley and Vedlitz 1999;
Wilcox and Gomez 1990).
In this article, we revisit the RGC explanation by

clarifying the concept’s influence on the political behav-
ior of Black Americans. We argue that the RGC/poli-
tical participation relationship cannot be fully realized
without (1) careful consideration of the relevance of the
political activity to empowering the racial group or
achieving some explicit racial group-based objective
and (2) consideration of how capacity (time or money)
to engage in costly political action conditions Black
political participation. Through a series of observa-
tional tests and behavioral experiments, we find evi-
dence to suggest that RGC may effectively motivate
Black Americans into costly political action, but only
when the individual possesses the requisite resources
and when that behavior has some well-understood
potential to benefit the racial group.

BACKGROUND

In the face of the mass protest movements around
Black rights in the 1950s and 60s, followed by Black
Americans’ steadfast engagement in electoral politics,
and the more recent rise of Black protest activism
around police violence, researchers have sought to
identify what both enables and motivates members of
racial minority groups to engage in individually costly
political activism. From this, two often competing the-
oretical explanations of racial minority political behav-
ior have emerged: one focuses on the role that limited
resources such as time, money, and civic skills play in
enabling political activity, and the other which centers
on psychological dispositions related to racial identifi-
cation, specifically RGC. While researchers of racial
minority political behavior have treated each explana-
tion as distinct, we contend that these explanations
work together to facilitate the political engagement of
racial minority group members.

Limited Participatory Assets

The time, money, and information required for many
forms of political action can create significant barriers
to political engagement for many resource-poor indi-
viduals.While discussing politics, posting political opin-
ions on social media, or responding to a political survey
are all relatively low-cost forms of political engage-
ment, voting can be somewhat costlier in terms of
information and time. Voting is still relatively cheap
compared to other political activities, such as attending
a protest or demonstration or donating to or working
for a campaign or candidate. Resources, however, may

attenuate some costs of participation. Education can
greatly enhance access to activities that require infor-
mation and skills such as contacting elected officials,
while surplus income can directly affect an individual’s
ability to offer financial support to campaigns or take
time off work to volunteer.1

Differences in political participation across racial
minority groups have been attributed to the rather large
resource inequalities that exist between these groups. In
their study of racial differences in Black, Latino, and
white political engagement, Verba et al. (1993) find that
racial differences in participatory resources such as
education, income, and civic skills explain many of the
racial differences in participation. Leighley and Vedlitz
(1999) build on this observation and find that for Black
and Latino citizens, disparities in income and education
relative to whites likely account for much of the partic-
ipation differences across racial groups.

Racial Group Consciousness as a
Psychological Resource

Simply possessing the capacity to participate in politics
does not necessarily mean that individuals will choose
to devote their limited resources toward achieving
some political goal. In response to this realization,
researchers have come to recognize the importance of
psychological resources that motivate individuals to
invest their limited resources into political activities
that might bring about positive social change for either
their own personal benefit or that of their society or
social group. This reasoning led Sidney Verba and
Norman Nie to propose RGC as an explanation for
Black political participation in the 1960s. Verba and
Nie (1972) noted that for many political activities,
Black Americans out-participated similarly economi-
cally situated white Americans, suggesting that Black
political engagement involved more than access to
time, money, and education. In an effort to explain this
unexpected observation, Verba and Nie (1972) sug-
gested that perhaps in addition to these constrained
participatory assets, Black Americans’ realization of
their position as a disadvantaged racial group and their
willingness to use politics to improve this position, or
what we now call RGC,may be sufficient in and of itself
to motivate engagement into some forms of political
activity.2 In the decades since Verba and Nie’s study,
researchers have found that RGC and its various com-
ponents exhibit strong relationships to the political

1 Variation exists on how costly all of these activities are to the
individual depending on the location. Even a low-cost activity like
voting may become higher cost in a state that limits polling locations
or may be even lower cost in a state that allows for same-day
registration, for instance.
2 It should be noted here that before RGCmotivates political action,
Black Americans must identify with the racial group. Miller et al.
(1981) note how some authors, including Verba and Nie (1972),
conflate group identification and RGC, but detail how they are two
distinct concepts. Racial identification refers to an awareness of
belonging to a racial group and a psychological attachment to that
group, whileRGC is the politicization of identification (McClain et al.
2009). Identification with the racial group is necessary before engag-
ing in collective action to improve the status of the group.
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attitudes, policy preferences, and participatory behav-
ior of racial minorities (seeGay,Hochschild, andWhite
[2016] and Sanchez and Vargas [2016] for reviews).
Despite its widespread acceptance, RGC has not

been without its critics. Gay, Hochschild, and White
(2016) note the definitional differences in scholars’ use
of racial identity measures, and how applicable these
measures are to other racial, ethnic, gender, and class
groups, and speculate about the identity to politics link.
While the authors do find that many groups express
some sense of linked fate, they do not find that linked
fate is frequently associated with political views or
political participation. Bobo and Gilliam (1990) offer
one of the most forceful critiques of the RGC explana-
tion of Black political engagement. To them,Verba and
Nie’s RGC theory fails as a general explanation of
Black political participation because of its exclusive
focus on Black behavior in the 1960s, a time when
Black Americans were struggling for basic civil rights.
We note two important observations consistent with

Bobo and Gilliam’s critique, that outside of the racial-
ized context of the Civil Rights Movement there is
mixed support for the RGC framework. First, several
of the studies finding strong connections between
RGC and Black political activity have centered on
elections that also had heightened racial contexts such
as the 1984 and 1988 presidential elections (Chong and
Rogers 2005;Dawson 1995;McKenzie 2004; Tate 1994)
and the 2008 and 2012 presidential elections (Austin,
Middleton, and Yon 2012). Each of these elections
featured viable Black presidential candidates and the
analysis focused largely on explaining campaign activ-
ism in those elections. Second, several studies which
found null RGC effects relied on data collected during
election cycles or historical moments that did not
have particularly heightened racial context (Collins
and Block 2020; Gay 2001; Leighley and Vedlitz 1999;
Verba, Schlozman, andBrady 1995;Wilcox andGomez
1990). In these election cycles, it was unclear from both
the candidate and the context of the campaign whether
participation in political activities would contribute to
achieving a racial group goal. There remain, however,
several notable exceptions to this pattern (Brown 2014;
Ellison and London 1992; Miller et al. 1981; Philpot,
Shaw, andMcGowen 2009; Tate 1991). Several of these
studies find a connection between RGC and political
participation in election years that did not feature a
viable Black candidate nor had a heightened racial
context, which only serves to further highlight themany
inconsistences within this literature.
In sum, while the RGC literature suggests that RGC

should unconditionally motivate political action for
Black Americans, two observations from our review
of this research point to important limitations of the
existing RGC framework. First, it appears that insuffi-
cient attention has been devoted to accounting for the
relevance of political activity to achieving a clear racial
group-based objective. This point suggests that the
relevance of the political activity to the racial group
should condition the effect that RGC might have on
Black Americans’ participation decisions. Second, few
if any studies of RGC consider the conditional rela-
tionship between RGC and limited participatory

resources. Since access to participatory resources is
necessary to engagement in most forms of costly polit-
ical action, any effort to identify the effect that RGC
has on political engagement must also account for both
whether individuals possess the capacity to take part in
political action and how access to resources themselves
might structure the decision-making calculus of partic-
ipation decisions among Black Americans. Below we
integrate these ideas into the RGC framework and
discuss how these theoretical and empirical adjust-
ments improve the explanatory power of the theory.

RESOLVING INCONSISTENCIES: UPDATING
THE RGC FRAMEWORK

The logic underlying RGC suggests that racial minor-
ities high in RGC will be more likely to engage in
politics because they see politics as a way of improving
their group’s standing. We believe that many
researchers who study RGC have overgeneralized
the explanatory power of the concept by using it to
explain Black engagement in political behaviors that
have little relevance to the racial group, such as par-
ticipation in a political campaign that has no direct
benefit to the racial group. Even for activities that
have downstream consequences for Black Americans,
prior research has shown that the connection to the
racial group must be made explicit for Black Ameri-
cans to elicit racial thinking about an issue or prompt
participation to remediate the issue (White 2007). We
argue that this use of RGC may explain some of the
divergence in results from the original RGC observa-
tions. Indeed, many forms of political engagement
have no obvious path to racial group empowerment.
It follows, then, that for RGC to factor into Black
political decision-making, engagement in political
activity must have the potential to result in some
benefit to the racial group. If the benefit to the racial
group is unclear, then considerations about political
engagement will fail to resonate with the individual’s
RGC beliefs, resulting in little or no relationship
between RGC and Black political participation.3

Throughout this article we have also identified the
capacity to participate as an essential precondition to
political engagement. As noted earlier, political action
can be costly to the individual in terms of time, money,
and effort. Contributing time or money to a campaign
requires time or money; without either, even the most
determined individual cannot work for or contribute
financially to a campaign. Thus, access to relevant
participatory resources is a necessary condition for
engagement.

While access to capacity-enabling participatory
resources may be necessary for political engagement,
it cannot independently give rise to political action.
An individual must also possess a desire to take part

3 We do not mean to suggest that some other social or political
dispositions, such as ideology, partisanship, or egalitarian beliefs,
would not motivate Black Americans into engagement around such
issues, just not racial group consciousness.
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in a political activity. RGC provides such motivation.
Since RGC embodies a self-conscious awareness of
racial inequality and a desire for racial group pro-
gress, as defined by this literature, then RGC plus
access to capacity-enabling participatory resources
would be sufficient to support Black political engage-
ment when the political activity has the potential to
benefit the racial group.4 Without a clear path from
costly political engagement to racial group empower-
ment, though, the desire to contribute to racial group
progress will go unsatisfied.We expect that the lack of
racial empowerment potential gives well-resourced
Black Americans who are high in RGC reason to
believe that their time and money would be best spent
elsewhere.
From this discussion we offer four conjectures about

how RGC factors into the calculus of Black Ameri-
cans’ choices to engage in political activism.5 These
expectations are summarized in Table 1. First, because
RGC is a politicized identity, it should exhibit a pos-
itive relationship to low-cost political engagement
irrespective of whether the political activity holds
the potential for racial group benefit (rows 1–4, col-
umn 1 of Table 1). In other words, the act of being
aware and willing to articulate one’s place within the
American racial hierarchy and the political implica-
tions thereof is indicative of some nontrivial level of
political engagement. This will almost certainly be
correlated with, if not determinative of, engagement
in other low-cost forms of political expression (see
Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). Second, for more
costly forms of political action, RGC will no longer be
sufficient, on its own, to motivate political engage-
ment. As the cost of political engagement increases,
so too will the need for politically relevant resources
which determine individual capacity to take part in
politics. In other words, we do not expect low-
resourced individuals who do not have the capacity

to engage in politics to participate in high-cost political
activities, regardless of the potential to benefit the
racial group or their own RGC (rows 1 and 2, column
2 of Table 1). Third, once an individual has access to
the necessary participatory resources, we argue that
there must then be some clearly understood potential
for a racial group-relevant benefit from that political
activity to justify the expenditure of resources on
political engagement. To state this another way,
because RGC’s ability to motivate engagement in
costly political activity is dependent on access to the
necessary participatory resources, a clear potential for
group empowerment will lead well-resourced, high-
RGC Black Americans to see the benefits of political
engagement as outweighing the potential satisfaction
they would get from using resources for some alterna-
tive purpose (row 4, column 2 of Table 1). Finally,
when in the absence of a clear path to racial group
empowerment from costly political engagement, RGC
beliefs will be less important to motivating political
engagement as resource-rich Black Americans high in
RGC will have difficulty seeing the payoff of investing
resources into costly political engagement (row 3, col-
umn 2 of Table 1).

RGC AND CAMPAIGN ACTIVITY

To understand how group relevance, costs, and
resources interact with RGC to shape Black political
behavior, we begin by examining the dynamics of Black
American campaign activism in the presidential elec-
tion years from 1984 to 2020. This period is illustrative
for several reasons. These elections uniquely allow us
the ability to examine how the relationship between
RGC and campaign activism changes as a function of
having either a nearly unanimously supported Black
candidate on the ballot for president or vice president,
as was the case in the 1984, 1988, 2008, and 2012
primary elections and the 2008, 2012, and 2020 general
elections, or an election in which viable Black presi-
dential or vice presidential candidates were absent, as
was the case in 1992, 1996, 2004, and 2016.6 Although

TABLE 1. Expected Relationship between Racial Group Consciousness and Political Action by
Costliness, Group Relevance and Individual Resources

Low-resourced individual

Low-cost behavior High-cost behavior

Activity with no clear racial group benefit potential þ Null
Activity with clear racial group benefit potential þ Null

High-resourced individual

Activity with no clear racial group benefit potential þ Null
Activity with clear racial group benefit potential þ þ

4 This does not preclude other selective benefits individuals might
receive from group-based political engagement, such as increased
social status. For more on how social status might motivate or
constrain behavior see Uhlaner (1989) and White and Laird (2020).
5 Here, we are not offering a new definition of RGC. Instead we offer
a new framework for understanding howRGCmight predict engage-
ment in costly political action.

6 For Jackson support among Black Americans in 1984, see https://
dh.howard.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1390&context=newdirections.
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we recognize that the 1984 and 1988 primary elections,
2008 and 2012 primary and general elections, and 2020
primary and general elections are different in both
candidates and context, all featured viable Black pres-
idential or vice presidential candidates. We treat the
desire to elect and reelect the nation’s first Black
president or vice president as a group-based objective
because a great deal of literature in political science
suggests that Black Americans generally desire racially
descriptive representation from Democratic elected
officials (Mansbridge 1999; Sinclair-Chapman and
Price 2008; Tate 2004). This literature contends that
Black voters’ preference for racially descriptive repre-
sentation arises from their use of race as a shortcut for
substantive representation of racial group interest.
However, this literature also points out that Black
voters are quite aware that not all Black candidates
support what is commonly understood as Black collec-
tive interests (Harris 2012). Black Americans use party
to distinguish between those Black candidates whose
views on race and politics more closely alignwith that of
the average Black American (Democrats) and those
whose views do not (Republicans) (White and Laird
2020). Thus, for Black voters, the ideal representative is
a Black Democrat.
Jesse Jackson, the second Black person to run for the

Democratic primary in the post-Civil Rights era, was
able to win five Democratic primaries/caucuses in 1984,
and Barack Obama’s early win in the 2008 Iowa caucus
and his better-than-expected showing in New Hamp-
shire were important signals to Black voters that the
candidates were credible contenders for the Demo-
cratic nomination and perhaps even the general elec-
tion. While Kamala Harris’s presidential campaign
never secured substantial Black support, the announce-
ment of Harris as Joe Biden’s running mate during the
2020 general election transformed the Democratic
ticket and led to overwhelming support from Black
voters.7 While many Black candidates ran for both
the Democratic and the Republican presidential nom-
inations during this time, only these candidates
(Jackson, Obama, and Harris) were able to convince
Black voters that theymight have a legitimate chance of
winning either the primary and/or general elections,
and being elected as the first Black president and vice
president.
Lastly, this period is also ideal because we have

several high-quality election surveys with large Black
samples: the National Black Election Studies of 1984,
1988, and 1996; the 1993 National Black Politics Study;

and the collection of larger-than-normal Black samples
in the 2004, 2008, 2012, 2016, and 2020 ANES (Amer-
ican National Election Studies 2004–2020; Dawson,
Brown, and Jackson 1998; Jackson 1993; Tate 1998).8
These data are important because they also have a
broad range of RGC measures and self-reported cam-
paign activism measures.

To assess the extent to which RGC might moderate
the effect of racial relevance of a political activity on
Black Americans’ decision to participate, we begin by
examining how the relationship between RGC and a
general measure of campaign activism might change
when respondents see a widely accepted racial group
benefit that would result from political activity. Here
we consider the 1984 and 1988 Jackson campaigns, 2008
and 2012Obama campaigns, and the 2020Biden/Harris
campaign as having clear group-based goals for Black
Americans. We compare Black Americans’ primary
and general election campaign engagement during
these election cycles to their engagement in campaign
years without Black candidates or any particularly
viable Black candidates. Comparing Black political
activity across these elections, we can get a sense of
how having a clear group-based political goal interacts
with RGC to motivate Black Americans into political
action.

There are many different measures of RGC, each of
which captures different dimensions of the concept.
Originally, Verba and Nie (1972) assessed the number
of mentions to race that Black respondents made in
open-ended responses and used this as a measure of
RGC. More recent work has gone to great lengths to
capture the dimensionality of the RGC concept more
accurately. This work has sought to capture this dimen-
sionality with, among other things, indicators for assess-
ments of group closeness (Leighley and Vedlitz 1999),
commitments to collective action (Chong and Rogers
2005), linked fate (Sanchez and Vargas 2016), and
system blame and discrimination (Miller et al. 1981).
Because of these debates about dimensionality, RGC
operationalization is inconsistent. Some scholarship
uses one or two items to capture the concept (Smith
2014), others create a unidimensional, interactive
composite scale of several RGC measures (Austin,
Middleton, and Yon 2012), while a third approach
assesses the additive, independent effects of each
dimension separately with scales (or single measures)
of the various dimensions (Chong and Rogers 2005).
We expect that some of the over-time variability in the
predictive ability of RGC likely results from the
absence of a settled measurement approach to assess
RGC.We choose to use a single-scale measure of RGC
that includes all theoretically relevant RGC items from
a given data source. By theoretically relevant, we refer
to measures that are consistent with both the original
conceptualization of RGC as a self-conscious aware-
ness of membership in a disadvantaged racial minority
group and the more expansive measures offered by

For Jackson support among Black Americans in 1988, see
https://apnews.com/article/2b7b20b42012a479f4934bfa55b9f0b6. For
Obama support among Black Americans in 2008, see https://www.
nytimes.com/2008/01/27/us/politics/27carolina.html. For Obama sup-
port among Black Americans in 2012, see https://www.washington
post.com/news/the-fix/wp/2013/08/28/the-wide-racial-gap-in-obamas-
presidential-elections-in-2-charts/.
7 For the increase in Black support for Harris from 6% during her
primary campaign to 64% in the general election, see https://www.
newsweek.com/kamala-harris-polls-joe-biden-2020-election-support-
black-voters-1524665.

8 The 2000ANES survey has too small of a Black sample and too few
RGC measures to include it in this analysis.
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more recent RGC research. While this is perhaps not
the ideal measurement strategy, the benefit of this
approach is that because most data sources have only
a fewRGCmeasures in common (because of the lack of
consensus on measurement strategy), creating a scale
of all measures within a given data source allows for
some degree of reliability in measurement over time.9
For example, if in year A, RGC items X, Y, and Z were
measured, but in year B, only items V, W, and X were
measured, we cannot directly compare the effects of
items V and W with Y and Z across years and are only
left with a single measure to compare because X is the
only measure that is consistent across all years. How-
ever, if we assume that all are valid measures of RGC
and we create a scale across all the given measures
within that year, we can have not only a more reliable
measure of RGC, as aggregating across multiple mea-
sures of the same concept improves reliability, but also
a measure that is comparable across data sources and
years (see Ansolabehere, Rodden and Snyder [2008]
for more on this point). The codebook in the American
Political Science Review Dataverse provides items and
year of availability of survey measures across survey-
years (Smith et al. 2023).10
We limit our focus here specifically to campaign

activism because our objective is to assess the relation-
ship between RGC and Black political participation
conditional on a group-based goal. Ideally, we would
analyze a broad range of political activities such as
protesting and boycotting. However, given the general
way that such activities are measured in most surveys,
we cannot know if those actions are specifically
intended to bring about some benefit for the racial
group. To compensate, we examine a broad range of
campaign activities, including voting, having a cam-
paign sign/button/bumper sticker, asking someone to
vote for a particular candidate, working for a campaign,
and contributing money to a campaign, and we define
the group-based goal as the election of a Black offi-
cial.11 Again, the expectation here is that Black Amer-
icans, particularly those high in RGC, have an interest

in electing Black Democrats because they see Black
Democrats as more likely to represent their racial
group interest. In an effort to achieve this end, racially
conscious Black citizens will thus devote more time,
effort, and money to the campaigns of these Black
Democrats.

RESULTS

To begin our analysis, we examine RGC as a predictor
of generalized campaign activity in each presidential
election year from 1984 to 2020. Campaign activism is
measured as a proportion of the total number of activ-
ities the respondent reported engaging in during that
election year.12 We estimate simple OLS models pre-
dicting the relationship between the RGC scale and
Black campaign activism within a given year and con-
trol for education, age, sex, income, religiosity, and
political attention. The results, presented in Figure 1,
are consistent with our expectation that RGC is more
likely to be related to Black campaign activism in the
election years that featured viable Black candidates. As
we can see, RGC exhibits a significant positive rela-
tionship with Black campaign activism in each of the
years that Jackson ran for the Democratic nomination
(1984 and 1988), in both Obama years (2008 and 2012),
and in 2020 when Harris ran as the vice presidential
nominee. On average, although RGC is related to
Black campaign activism in some years, the relation-
ship between Black campaign activism is both substan-
tively and significantly smaller in the non-Black
candidate years (p = 0.01). In other words, in the
absence of viable Black candidates or opportunities
for engagement in political activities that benefit the
racial group, RGC predicted only modest increases in
Black campaign activity or simply has no statistically
significant effect on Black campaign activity. However,
when either Jackson, Obama, or Harris emerged as
viable candidates for the presidency, RGC appeared to
predict engagement in a broader range of campaign-
related activities. This supports our expectation that
RGC is positively related to political activity that is
relevant to the racial group.

MORE AND LESS COSTLY POLITICAL
BEHAVIOR

Although we believe racial relevance is essential to
RGC’s ability to motivate Black Americans into politi-
cal activity, if the cost of engaging in political action is
too great, even the most highly racially conscious Black
Americans will have difficulty participating in politics
that benefits the racial group. In this section we turn to

9 Additionally, one concern may be that our chosen measurement
approach—creating a single scale of RGC—may not be the preferred
operationalization of other researchers. We address this problem in
two ways. First, we reanalyze our data using the only RGC measure
that is consistently found in all surveys, linked fate. We present this
result in Appendix 1.3 of the Supplementary Material. Later in the
paper we address this problem with an experimental approach. In
APSR Dataverse Appendix 1.12 (Smith et al. 2023), we present the
experimental results using regressions with the factors that make up
our RGC scale—affective support, belief in collective action, and
belief in common fate—to show how different sets of RGC survey
items may be driving our results.
10 We recognize that this may not be an ideal way to measure RGC
and we hope that future work seeks to understand the best way to
measure RGC. However, for our purposes we think this measure is
sufficient in capturing the many dimensions of RGC proposed over
the years. Chong and Rogers (2005) and Sanchez and Vargas (2016)
offer a first step in settling this measurement debate, but much more
needs to be done.
11 While respondents could certainly be engaging in these behaviors
for candidates other than Obama, Jackson, or Biden/Harris (that is
down-ticket candidates), if our expectations are accurate, the

Obama/Jackson/Biden/Harris campaigns should make these behav-
iors relatively more common when compared to the other years.
12 We examine the proportion rather than the total number because
the number of assessed activities varies across survey. In Appendix
1.2 of the Supplementary Material, we standardize the dependent
variable to account for this variation.
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assessing how the cost of engagement and availability of
resources might condition the motivational effects of
RGC under the different group relevance conditions
discussed above. We do this first by assessing how the
relationship between RGC and political engagement
changes as we move from less costly to more costly
political activities. We then assess how access to partic-
ipatory resources conditions the relationship between
RGC and political engagement for more costly forms of
political engagement.We find thatwhileRGCexhibits a
consistently strong relationshipwith engagement in low-
cost political behavior regardless of group relevance of
the outcome, when the engagement becomes more
costly, Black Americans who are high in RGC and
who have the necessary participatory resources are
more willing to assume these costs if the political activity
has the potential to benefit the racial group.
To assess how the relationship between RGC and

political participation changes as the activity becomes
more costly, we examine differences in the relation-
ship between RGC and turnout (low cost) and cam-
paign contributions (high cost) across the Black
candidate years (Jackson/Obama/Harris) and the

non-Black candidate election years (non-Jackson/
Obama/Harris).13 These results are presented in
Figure 2.14 Again, if these results align with our expec-
tations, then we should observe a stronger positive
relationship between RGC and both turnout and con-
tributing during the Black candidate years than in the
non-Black candidate years. Additionally, this differ-
ence should be less pronounced for turnout than

FIGURE 1. Relationship between Racial Group Consciousness and Campaign Activity among Black
Respondents by Election Year

Note: Dark-colored estimates/confidence intervals represent years that feature a viable Black presidential or vice presidential candidate.
More lightly shaded estimates/confidence intervals represent years that did not feature a viable Black candidate. Bars represent 95%
confidence intervals. Campaign activity is measured by the proportion of activities measured in that year. This ranges from six activities in
1988 to eight activities in 2012 (see the codebook in the APSR Dataverse for list of variables by year; Smith et al. 2023). Table A.1 in
Appendix 1.1 of the Supplementary Material presents the tabular results to this figure.

13 Many political activities could be used to describe low-cost activ-
ities, and similarly there aremany different types of high-cost political
activities. In subsequent analyses using behavioral experiments we
also look at donations and time spent contributing to a political
organization as forms of high-cost political activities.
14 Figures 2 and 3 are predicted probability plots, not marginal effects
plots. We use predicted probability plots for ease of graphical inter-
pretation. Marginal effects plots can be found in Section 1.5 of the
APSRDataverse Appendix. In addition, one concernmay be that we
impose linearity assumptions on the models presented here. In
Figures A.4 and A.5 in the APSR Dataverse Appendix, we present
identical plots without any function form restrictions. There is some
evidence of nonlinearity, but estimates from these kernel smoothed
regression models find substantively similar results to linear specified
models.
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contributing because turnout is a low-cost political
activity.
Several important takeaways emerge from this anal-

ysis. First, and not surprisingly, Black Americans were
more likely to vote than contribute money to a cam-
paign; this difference exists irrespective of RGC and
racial relevance. This overall higher probability of turn-
ing out relative to contributing highlights the relative
cost differential across these two activities. Second,RGC
is positively related to turnout in both the non-Black
candidate years and the Black candidate years. This is
consistent with the conjecture that the political content
of RGC is sufficient to motivate political action in low-
cost behavior regardless of racial relevance. Third, RGC
is only statistically significantly related to campaign
contribution when Jackson/Obama/Harris ran, but not

in the non-Jackson/Obama/Harris years. In the Jackson/
Obama/Harris years, moving from low-RGC to high-
RGC results in almost a 25% increase in the probability
of Black Americans donating to a campaign. In the non-
Jackson/Obama/Harris years, there exists no increase in
the probability of donating as RGC increases. This
confirms our expectation that as the cost associated with
political participation increases, high-RGC Blacks are
only willing to assume these costs when the behavior has
some potential to benefit the racial group.

If the observations derived from Figure 2 are true,
then we should also see that access to participatory
resources will condition the relationship between RGC
and political engagement when that behavior has some
group-relevant benefit. To evaluate this expectation, we
return to assessing the effects of RGC on campaign

FIGURE 2. Predicted Probability of Racial Group Consciousness and Turnout/Campaign
Contributions, Conditional on Relevance of Campaign

Note: Estimates show the predicted probability of turning out to vote (left) and contributing to a campaign (right), conditional on the relevance
of the campaign to the racial group. Solid lines represent years where a Black candidate was not running for president/vice president,
whereas dashed lines represent years where a Black candidate was running for president/vice president. The area around the lines
represent 95% confidence intervals. Table A.2 in Appendix 1.1 of the Supplementary Material presents the tabular results to this figure.
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contributions (high-cost behavior). Here we model
changes in the relationship between RGC and Black
campaign contributions by interacting RGC with a cat-
egorical measure of family income.15We assess whether
this relationship changes as we move from the non-
Black candidate years to the Black candidate years. If
our results align with our expectations, we should find
that only high-resourced individuals who are high in
RGC will engage in this high-cost political activity, and
only when the political activity is relevant to the racial
group (Black candidate years). On the other hand, in

non-Black candidate years, we should not find that high-
resourced individuals that identify with the racial group
will contribute to these political campaigns.

Figure 3 shows that access to surplus income greatly
enables engagement among high-RGC Black Ameri-
cans, and the absence of this resource attenuates any
potential motivational effects of RGC. In the Black
candidate years, we see that going from low to high
RGC among high-income Black Americans results
in about a 25-percentage point increase in the probabil-
ity of Black Americans donating to a campaign. Thus, it
is those Black Americans who possess both the will
(high RGC) and the capacity (high financial resources)
to contribute to the cause of electing/reelecting a Black
president or vice president who are most likely to make
campaign contributions. While this relationship clearly
highlights the conditional effect of income on howRGC

FIGURE 3. Predicted Probability of Racial Group Consciousness and Campaign Contributions,
Conditional on Income

Note: Estimates show the predicted probability of contributing to a campaign in non-Black candidate years (left) and Black candidate years
(right), conditional on respondent income. Solid lines represent respondents in the lower 50% of the income category, whereas dashed lines
represent respondents in the upper 50% of the income category. The area around the lines represents 95% confidence intervals. Table A.3
in Appendix 1.1 of the Supplementary Material presents the tabular results to this figure.

15 We split income into two categories. Upper 50% income are those
Black Americans that are above the median income level of all Black
respondents in the survey, whereas lower 50% income are those
below the median.
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relates to political behavior when a Black person is on
the presidential ticket, it should be noted that the three-
way interaction between RGC, income, and the pres-
ence of a Black candidate is not statistically significant.16
This means that the conditional relationship between
income and RGC on campaign contributions in the
Black candidate years is not statistically distinguishable
from that observed in the non-Black candidate years.
There are many reasons this could be the case. We treat
this as suggestive evidence of the effect ofRGCon racial
group relevance and capacity to participate. In the
sections that follow we design a series of experimental
tests that help us disentangle how the capacity to partic-
ipate and the relevance of the political activity to the
racial group condition the relationship between RGC
and political participation.
In summary, the results presented above show

suggestive evidence that the relationship between
RGC and political engagement is conditional on both
the potential outcomes of political action for the
racial group and the variation in the resources avail-
able to individual Black Americans. RGC motivates
Black campaign participation decisions during the
viable Black candidate elections more than it did
during any of the elections which lacked viable Black
presidential candidates. The desire among high-RGC
Black Americans to elect a Black president or vice
president is strongly related to their political partic-
ipation. It leads them to engage in a broad range of
campaign activism, suggesting the strong possibility
of a causal connection between RGC and political
activism. Furthermore, for more costly political activ-
ity, capacity appears to be a necessary condition for
RGC to result in political action. RGC only predicts
increased engagement in high-cost political activity
among those Black Americans that already have the
resources (in this case money) necessary for engage-
ment and only when the activity benefits the group.
These observations suggest that while RGC may
work to remediate racial differences in political par-
ticipation and motivate Black Americans into low-
cost political activity, for costly political engagement,
RGC seems to largely benefit well-resourced and
privileged Black Americans.

AN EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH TO
ASSESSING RGC

The conditions we outline above for understanding
how RGC factors into Black political decision-making
suggest that we need to distinguish behavior that has

clear group-based outcomes from behavior that does
not, and then observe the effect of RGC under condi-
tions in which capacity to engage is equal across
individuals. While the survey evidence offered
above highlights the importance of these consider-
ations, the challenges of using survey data to both
accurately assess engagement in political activity and
reliably sort out confounding factors limit our
ability to identify the conditions under which RGC
factors into Black decision-making. For example, it
is well recognized that in surveys, citizens frequently
overstate the degree to which they participate in
politics (Hanmer, Banks, and White 2014). Even the
highest-quality surveys frequently overestimate turn-
out by as much as 15 percentage points (Enamorado
and Imai 2019). Some researchers suggest that over-
reporting may be even greater among racial minori-
ties, particularly when the behavior involves some
commonly understood group-based outcome (Stout
and Martin 2016). Furthermore, despite having
observed a strong connection betweenRGC and polit-
ical behavior among resource-rich Black Americans,
resources are not randomly assigned and are often
strongly related to a number of other factors including
RGC (Chong and Rogers 2005; Dawson 1995; Laird
2019), making disentangling the effects of SES from
RGC nearly impossible in observational data.

To address these concerns, we designed a set of
experiments that allow us the ability to directly observe
the relationship between RGC and Black Americans’
engagement in costly political action that may produce
group benefits. We also hold access to relevant partic-
ipatory resources constant by randomizing the treat-
ment such that the participants in all experimental
groups should have the same average levels of income.
This set of experiments gives Black respondents the
opportunity to take part in actual political behavior
with well-defined costs to the individual. These exper-
imental designs seek to equalize the capacity to partic-
ipate by providing subjects with surplus participatory
resources, in terms of time and money, that they can
then use to take part in the political activity. These
experimental designs allow us to assess whether self-
identified Black microtask workers choose to commit
more time or use surplus money to support a Black
political cause or support a race-neutral political cause,
or simply choose to keep the money for themselves or
dedicate their time to some other purpose. If RGC is a
psychological resource that can motivate Black Amer-
icans into political action, then standardizing capacity
and randomizing the racialized nature of the political
cause should allow us the ability to observe the rela-
tionship between RGC and Black political engagement
in a context largely unconfounded by access to relevant
resources.

The two behavioral experiments assess the extent to
which respondents will engage in costly political behav-
ior for the racial group. All respondents in the survey
self-identified as Black/African American. One exper-
iment uses monetary donations to Black or nonracial
organizations as the dependent variable, while the
other assesses the time or number of questions Black
respondents are willing to answer to help the

16 This table can be found in Table A.10 in the APSR Dataverse
Appendix. We also test the two-way interaction. In Table A.9 in the
APSR Dataverse Appendix, we present the marginal effect of all
2 � 2 interaction terms while testing for statistical significance by
subtracting the low tercile interaction term coefficient from the high
tercile interaction coefficient. Confirming the results here, we find
that the RGC and income interaction term has a significant effect on
donations and that the RGC and Black candidate year interaction
term has a significant effect on donations. Neither interaction term
has a significant effect on voter turnout.
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organization meet its political goals. The monetary
contribution/support experiment was fielded over the
Lucid and MTurk online platforms in December 2019,
and the time/effort contribution experiment was con-
ducted on Lucid and MTurk in March and April 2020.
Results from the monetary experiment pools the Lucid
and MTurk survey data, but we provide an analysis
separately by platform in Appendix 1.9 of the Supple-
mentary Material. The monetary contribution experi-
ment includes 580 Black respondents, whereas the
effort contribution experiment includes 815 Black
respondents.
Appendix 1.6 of the Supplementary Material pro-

vides descriptive statistics and balance checks for the
treatment conditions of both experimental samples.
Descriptive statistics show that nearly 70% of respon-
dents in our sample are women and nearly three-
quarters of the sample is composed of Democrats.
This limited variation in respondent characteristics is
not new. Coppock and McClellan (2019) find that
respondents in convenience samples tend to be more
female and Democratic than nationally representa-
tive samples. Even in probability samples like the
ANES, Black women tend to be overrepresented
within the Black sample. For example, 65% of Black
respondents in the 2020 ANES are women and 60%
of Black respondents in the 2016 ANES are women.
The fact that nearly three-quarters of respondents in
our sample are Democrats should also not be con-
cerning given the overwhelming support of the Dem-
ocratic Party among Black Americans, as discussed
above. To account for this we perform the same
analysis and reweight for gender in Appendix 1.12
of the Supplementary Material. Nonetheless, this
information may concern some who suggest that data
collected by convenience samples are not as general-
izable as data from other survey companies that
provide national probability samples (Krupnikov
and Levine 2014). Recent work, however, finds that
respondents from convenience samples respond in
similar ways to other populations (Berinsky, Huber,
and Lenz 2012). Moreover, as one of our central
theoretical contributions compares RGC’s ability to
motivate political action among the resource-poor
and resource-rich, we can leverage the income- and
time-maximizing incentives that govern online micro-
task workers such as those who take surveys. Because
respondents in these types of convenience samples
are incentivized by money, in the monetary contribu-
tion experiment, we give everyone in the study $10.
This equalizes the ability of all respondents to give
money to an organization since all respondents are
given the same amount of money to donate. Simi-
larly, in the time experiment, since microtask workers
are incentivized to complete as many surveys as
possible in the limited time during the day and all
respondents are given the option to answer the same
number of additional questions, the time commitment
all respondents have is equalized so microtask
workers can choose whether to use this time to give
information to an organization or use it to complete
another survey or some other tasks.

Study 1: Monetary Contribution/Support
Experiment

In the first experiment we observe the effect of RGCon
both low- and high-cost racial-group-specific and
nonracial-group-specific political activity. Here we
had Black microtask workers answer a set of questions
measuring different dimensions of RGC along with
questions assessing their demographic backgrounds.
We then, in some cases immediately and in some cases
days after,17 had each respondent read information and
view images taken from the website of an actual voter
registration organization. Subjects were randomly
assigned to see web content taken from either an
organization whosemission was to increase Black voter
registration or an organization whose mission was to
increase general voter registration. For the Black voter
registration organization, race was indicated explicitly
in the text of the organization description and the
photos associated with the organization. For an image
of what these stimuli looked like to study participants,
see Appendix 1.5 of the Supplementary Material.

Upon seeing this information, subjects were then
asked how supportive they were of the organization’s
mission. Support was assessed on a 0–10 scale with
10 being extremely supportive. We treat this measure
as a measure of low-cost political engagement. Upon
reading the website information and answering the
supportiveness question, respondents were then told
that they were going to be given $10 and that they could
keep the money for themselves or donate some or part
of it to the voter registration organization they just read
about. We also assured the subjects that they had no
obligation to contribute any of the money to the orga-
nization and that if they chose to keep any of the
money, it would be credited to them directly as an
MTurk bonus or as an Amazon gift card emailed to
Lucid respondents within a week of completing the
study. If they chose to give the money, we assured them
that we would see to it that the money was given to the
organization within a couple of weeks of completion of
the study, and we followed through on this promise.

By giving Black online microtask workers a rela-
tively large sum of money, $10 in addition to the small
amount they are paid for their participation in the
study, and asking them if they would like to contribute
some or all of it to an actual voter registration organi-
zation, we are able to devise a measure of “actual”
political engagement, and we are able to hold capacity
to participate relatively constant across respondents.
Additionally, the fact that these are microtask workers,
working at relatively the same rate, further ensures a

17 By design, 10% of respondents completed the posttest/contribu-
tion task four ormore days after the pretest. This was done to account
for response effect differences that might occur from answering RGC
questions just before the contribution task. We observe no substan-
tive differences in the result associated with whether experiments
were done in one or two waves (see Appendix 1.8 of the Supplemen-
tary Material for details). As such, we combine all respondents, but
also include controls for survey platform, as onlyMTurk respondents
differed in number of days pre-to-post.
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common understanding of what respondents are giving
up when they contribute. This allows for an estimation
of the effect of RGC that is relatively independent of
resource inequities.
Given this design, we expect that if RGC is a resource

for motivating support of Black political causes, the
contributions to the Black organization will be greater
among Black Americans high in RGC and that RGC
will not factor into Black respondents giving to the
race-neutral organization. We will assess this expecta-
tion by examining how the relationship between the
RGC measure and Black political behavior changes as
wemove from low-cost (expression of support) to high-
cost political behavior (monetary contributions) for a
Black or race-neutral organization.

RESULTS

We begin our analysis by looking at the baseline levels
of supportiveness and contributions across conditions
as can be seen in Appendix 1.7 of the Supplementary
Material. If RGCmotivates BlackAmericans into self-
sacrificing support for Black political causes then we
might see both greater stated support for Black orga-
nizations and more willingness to contribute to these
organizations, given that we have equalized capacity
to contribute. Examining the baseline supportiveness
and contribution levels across conditions we find that
Black respondents were both more supportive and
more likely to contribute to the Black voter registra-
tion organization than to the race-neutral voter regis-
tration organization. On the 0–10 support scale our
Black participants expressed significant support for
the Black voter registration organization, giving it a
7.45 out of 10. Black participants were also strongly
supportive of the race-neutral organization (6.45), but
not quite to the same extent as they were of the racial
in-group organization. This suggests that although
Blacks generally support the cause of voter registra-
tion, they are significantly more supportive of that
cause when it specifically seeks to empower Black
Americans. When it comes to making actual monetary
contributions, the participants in our experiment were
much less willing to express similar levels of support in
dollars. The average contribution (from the $10 given
to the respondent) to the Black voter organization was
$3.54 and the average contribution to the race-neutral
organization was only $2.71. About eighty cents more
was contributed to the Black voter registration orga-
nization, and the difference across these organizations
is statistically significant (p < 0.05). In sum, we find
here that Black respondents in this study are more
likely to both state their support of a Black political
cause and financially contribute to that cause. These
observations are, on the one hand, consistent with
RGC research, which suggest a greater engagement
with Black political causes. These results also highlight
the disjuncture between the expressive measures of
political engagement used in most surveys and actual
political behavior.

Having demonstrated the baseline effect of our
experiment we now turn to assessing how RGC might
perform as a predictor of support and contribution,
given our group relevance manipulation and our ability
to hold the capacity to participate constant. As we did
with the survey analysis, we created a single measure of
RGC that broadly captures its many dimensions. The
RGC scale includes 17 different measures of RGC and
was validated by factor analysis.18 Below we model this
relationship by predicting low- and high-cost (support/
contribution) political behavior with our RGC mea-
sure. If the results follow our predictions about the
nature of RGC conditional on racial relevance and
cost, then we should observe that RGC predicts sup-
port of both the Black organization and race-neutral
organization. If, as we suggest however, RGCdoes play
a role in motivating Black Americans into costly polit-
ical behavior, then we should observe that as RGC
increases, so too should contributing only when these
activities have a clear path toward Black empower-
ment.

The results of this analysis are presented in Figure 4.
As we can see, RGC predicts Black Americans’
engagement in low-cost political activity. The effect of
RGC on stated support is roughly equal across both the
race-neutral and the race-specific organizations. Mov-
ing from low to high RGC results in about a six-point
increase on the 0–10 supportiveness scale, suggesting
that RGC strongly motivates engagement in low-cost
political activity. When we move to observing RGC’s
relationship to costly political engagement, however,
we see a significant decrease in the predictive power of
the RGC measure. Importantly, RGC no longer pre-
dicts contributing to the race-neutral voter registration
organization. In fact, the RGCmeasure demonstrates a
negative but insignificant relationship with contributing
to the race-neutral organization. In the Black voter
registration organization condition, RGC exhibits a
statistically significant (p < 0.05) positive relationship
to contributing to the Black voter registration organi-
zation and, despite this relationship being weaker than
organizational support, moving from low to high RGC
nonetheless results in about a $2.50 increase in contri-
butions to the Black organization. Regressions with an
interaction between the experimental condition and
RGC confirm that the coefficients in Figure 4 are
significantly different from one another (p < 0.05; see
Appendix 1.12 of the Supplementary Material). Low-
ess estimates of these relationships (see Appendix 1.10
of the SupplementaryMaterial) confirm the robustness
of these results and demonstrate both that this effect is
driven by high-RGC Black Americans contributing
more to the Black organization and that the RGC
contribution effect differs significantly across

18 We conduct factor analysis on these RGC items and find that there
appear to be three dimensions of RGC—affective closeness, belief in
discrimination/common fate, and belief in collective action. Regres-
sions with each dimension suggest results here are most driven by
affective closeness and believe in discrimination and common fate
factors. Full results of the factor analysis are in the APSR Dataverse
Appendix 1.12.
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organizational conditions (p < 0.05). In addition, these
results are robust to controls for respondent income
(see Appendix 1.12 of the Supplementary Material).
These effects are also substantively large; respondents
donated 25% of their possible compensation, and if
voter mobilization organizations receive hundreds or
even thousands of such contributions, willingness to
contribute even $2.50 is meaningful.

Study 2: Time/Effort Contribution Experiment

Next, we test our resource and racial relevance expla-
nation of RGC by examining how RGC relates to
Black Americans’ willingness to devote their time to
a Black political cause by testing Black online micro-
task workers’ time commitments. Study participants
had the option to devote their time to helping a Black
or race-neutral political cause or to use it for their own
purposes. To do this, respondents were randomly
assigned to see the same descriptions of either the
Black or the nonracial voter registration organizations
from the previous study. As in the contribution study,
they were then asked a question assessing their overall
support for this organization. Unlike the previous
study, participants here were told that organizations
such as these are often seeking feedback from citizens
for their outreach efforts and recruiting practices.
They were then asked if they would be willing to

answer a series of questions (10 in total) and provide
feedback to help the organization. Participants were
told that they were under no obligation to provide
feedback and their compensation ($1.00) would be
unaffected by the number of questions they responded
to. Although the subjects were not told how many
questions were included, they were reminded after
each question that they could quit at any time by
simply clicking a button labeled “Skip to the end of
survey.”

By testing Black study participants’ time commit-
ments, we were able to see if they were more likely to
contribute more time to a political cause looking to
empower Black Americans, or if they simply would
decide that their time was better spent doing something
else. We assessed the degree to which Black respon-
dents provided feedback by counting the number of
feedback questions out of 10 that the respondent chose
to answer.

First, we assess the mean responses to the support-
iveness questions and the mean number of feedback
questions answered by each respondent across each
condition (Appendix 1.7 of the Supplementary Mate-
rial). As with the contribution experiment, Black par-
ticipants expressed more support for the Black voter
registration organization than for the race-neutral
registration organization. Unlike the contribution
experiment, however, Black subjects in this study

FIGURE 4. Relationship between Racial Group Consciousness and Organizational Supportiveness
and Organizational Contribution by Racial Empowerment Treatment

Note: Dark-colored estimates represent respondents randomized to see the Black organization. More lightly shaded estimates represent
respondents randomized to see the race-neutral organization. The estimates at the top represent respondents’ stated support, whereas the
estimates at the bottom represent respondents giving $0–$10. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals. The models include a control for
survey platform. Table A.4 in Appendix 1.1 of the Supplementary Material presents the tabular results to this figure.
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were no more willing to devote their time to helping
the Black voter registration organization than to help-
ing the race-neutral voter registration organization.
Black participants answered on average less than two
(1.02) feedback questions when the feedback
benefited a Black organization and 0.99 questions
when the feedbackwasmeant to benefit a race-neutral
voter registration organization; the difference in num-
ber of questions answered across conditions is not
statistically significant (p = 0.83).
Although we were unable to observe differences in

the amount of time and effort Black Americans were
willing to devote to helping a Black political organiza-
tion versus a race-neutral political organization, RGC
may still play a role in shaping respondents’willingness
to assist these organizations, particularly the Black
voter registration organization. To see if this is the case,
we estimated the relationship between RGC and both
stated support for and willingness to give feedback to
the Black or race-neutral organization. If the results
follow our predictions, then we should observe that
RGC predicts support for both the Black organization
and the non-race-specific organization, but we should
only observe an increase in the number of questions
answered when RGC increases and when Black
respondents are answering questions for the Black
organization.

At first glance, the results of this analysis, presented
in Figure 5, support the argument that RGC helps
facilitate Black engagement in costly political action.
The estimates presented in Figure 5 reveal a similar
pattern to what we saw in the contribution study: (1) a
strong relationship between supportiveness and RGC
for both the Black and the race-neutral organizations,
(2) a smaller but still statistically significant relation-
ship between RGC and willingness to devote
resources to the Black organization, and (3) a notice-
ably smaller and statistically insignificant relationship
between feedback and RGC for the race-neutral
organization.

Upon closer examination, however, this result does
not seem to be as robust as what we observed in the
contribution study. Lowess estimates (see Appendix
1.10 of the Supplementary Material) suggest that
much of the relationship between RGC and Black
organizational feedback that we see in Figure 5 is
driven by low-RGC Black Americans being particu-
larly unwilling to provide feedback to the Black
organization. High RGC Black Americans exhibit
no differences in the number of questions answered
across conditions. Similarly, regressions interacting
the experimental condition with RGC do not find
statistically significant differences between the effect
of RGC in the Black organization condition and the

FIGURE 5. Relationship between Racial Group Consciousness and Organizational Supportiveness
and Organizational Feedback by Racial Empowerment Treatment

Note: Dark-colored estimates represent respondents randomized to see the Black organization. More lightly shaded estimates represent
respondents randomized to see the race-neutral organization. The estimates at the top represent respondents who stated support, whereas
the estimates at the bottom represent the number of questions respondents answered. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Table A.5
in Appendix 1.1 of the Supplementary Material presents the tabular results to this figure.
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effect of RGC in the race-neutral organization con-
dition (see Appendix 1.12 of the Supplementary
Material for full results).19 One explanation for this
may be that time is simply a more difficult resource to
experimentally manipulate, at least relative to
money. Our attempt to assess the respondents’ use
of time may be complicated by the fact that the
ultimate goal here may actually be money and
respondents are likely valuing their time differently.
Despite these challenges, the results of this experi-
ment, at least as they relate to RGC, are somewhat
consistent with what we observed in the monetary
experiment and offer at least suggestive evidence that
RGC may motivate greater political engagement.
More work needs to be done to figure out how
citizens weigh time, particularly relative to money,
in their participation decisions.

CONCLUSION

WhenVerba andNie publishedParticipation inAmerica
in 1972, they likely did not anticipate that one of its most
lasting contributions would be its observations related to
Black political engagement and RGC. Despite being a
seemingly secondary attempt to explain the unexpected
observation that BlackAmericans participated at higher
rates than their model would have predicted, Verba and
Nie’s findings related to RGC would ultimately become
the theoretical basis of some of themost influential work
within behavioral REP research (Dawson 1995; Gurin,
Hatchett, and Jackson 1990; Miller et al. 1981). While
scholarship provides mixed evidence about whether
RGC explains Black political behavior, it and its related
concepts are widely accepted as the dominant frame-
works for understanding the political behavior of racial
minorities in the United States.
Our goal in this article was to add clarity to the role of

RGC in promoting group behavior. Here we used both
survey and experimental data to assess our theoreti-
cally derived expectations that the effect of RGC on
Black political activity is conditional on (1) the rele-
vance of the political activity to achieving group-based
empowerment and (2) individual capacity to assume
the cost associated with engaging in the activity. Our
observations generally support these claims, which
have several important implications. First, while we
observe the benefits of RGC for facilitating engage-
ment in high-cost group-based political activity, these
benefits are largely limited to those Black Americans
with resources and remain largely out of reach of the
resource-poor. This has important implications for
observational research on RGC because failure to
account for resources can potentially bias estimates of
RGC. We believe that more work needs to be devoted

to understanding exactly how resource inequalities
impact Black political engagement across more or less
costly political activities. For instance, Nuamah (2021)
suggests that while resource-poor Blacks do participate
in politics, the democratic responsiveness following
their participation is lackluster, resulting in poor Black
Americans becoming less likely to continually engage,
and raising the question of what poor Black Americans
gain from participation. So, while resource-poor Black
Americans do engage in politics, questions persist
about their motivation to do so (see Slaughter 2021).
Are they simply motivated by RGC into less costly
forms of political engagement? Are there other moti-
vational factors that inspire them into political action?

Here we have also offered a framework that poten-
tially broadens the notion of Black political empower-
ment beyond descriptive representation, suggesting
that notions of empowerment that stem simply from
co-racial representation overlook the process that actu-
ally brought about that representation in the first place
(Bobo and Gilliam 1990): the mobilization of RGC. To
remediate racial inequalities, racially conscious Black
Americans seek to empower the racial group. While
that can mean many things, co-racial representation,
particularly by co-racial Democrats, and support for
political causes that directly impact Black communities
remain themost obvious and salientmeans of achieving
Black empowerment. Our framework clarifies the role
of RGC by placing limits on its generalizability, helping
scholars appreciate when RGC should and should not
factor into Black political decision-making. Simply put,
the evidence presented above suggests that RGC is a
much better tool for explaining Black political behavior
in which the ends of racial group empowerment are
clear. This observation should help REP researchers
better formulate hypotheses about when RGC is and is
not an appropriate explanation of Black political
engagement. Recent work, for example, shows how
highly racially identifiedminorities who have had invol-
untary contact with state institutions are likely to use
these interactions to mobilize participation (Garcia-
Rios et al. 2021). Since many of these institutions, such
as the criminal legal system, the child welfare system, or
the housing authority are racially relevant institutions,
it is no surprise, according to the theoretical framework
outlined in this article, that those high in RGC should
mobilize in response to contact with these institutions.

This framework also has the potential to explain
political behavior among a wide variety of identity
categories. For example, much work has been devoted
to explaining political differences based on gender
identities (Gurin 1985; McConnaughy 2007). Using
the theoretical framework outlined in this article, polit-
ical participation based on gendermight be conditioned
by cost, the potential for the benefit to the group,
resources, or some other condition relevant to gender.

Lastly, we note inconsistencies in the measurement of
RGC. Previous literature has attempted to solve these
measurement issues but has come up short in offering a
consistent measurement strategy. Sanchez and Vargas
(2016), for example, employ principal components anal-
ysis and exploratory factor analysis to test the validity

19 While the estimate shows that going from the minimum to the
maximum value of RGC and going from a race neutral to a Black
organization is associated with an average increase of an additional
1.86 questions answered, this difference is not statistically distinguish-
able from zero.
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of measures used to assess RGC. We do so as well in
APSR Dataverse Appendix 1.12 to provide an initial
understanding of the appropriate measurement strategy
to approach RGC. However, we and others (McClain
et al. 2009) believe that offering a conceptual framework
must come first before ameasurement approach to assess
whether the measurement strategy used to assess RGC
adequately captures its theoretical underpinnings. For
this reason, resolving thesemeasurement issues is beyond
the scope of this article, but we believe that more work
needs to be devoted to developing both a valid and
reliable measure of RGC. Ultimately the additional con-
ceptual clarity that this article provides should help with
the development of new or agreed-upon RGC measures
for understanding the political engagement of racial
minorities.
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